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SUMMARY
The optical interaction of phase coherent electron in an open system has been in-
vestigated. It has been found that after optical excitation electron wavefunction evolves
in a coherent manner in excited state and quantum interference of phase coherent elec-
trons after optical excitation gives rise to periodic oscillation in photocurrent as a func-
tion of illumination length. This periodic oscillation results in illumination length de-
pendent optical absorption for a material at illumination length around the Bloch wave-
length of participating electrons. Under sub Bloch wavelength illumination, which has
been investigated to be experimentally achievable with nanoplasmonic focusing, of a
particular structure, where a gate potential has been applied in half of the device, the
quantum interference of electrons can be utilized to manufacture new kinds of pho-
todetectors where current in the external circuit changes direction with change in wave-
length of light. This is a completely new phenomenon and only achievable with coher-
ent wave-nature of electron and sub Bloch wavelength illumination. Momentum con-
served transition has not been found as a necessary requirement for optical transition
for Bloch scale illumination as momentum of the electron is not defined for ultra-small
scale illumination. From the uncertainty of position and momentum of electron in the
illumination area, a way of verifying Heisenberg uncertainty principle via optical ab-
sorption has been suggested under ultra-small scale illumination. Also, the coupling of
longitudinal resonant modes, which arises from phase coherent electron transport in a
Mach Zehnder interferometer structure, has been investigated for manufacturing a p-n
junctionless, high quantum efficiency photodetector. A new spectrometer device under
coherent electron transport regime which can detect and distinguish light of different





We live in an era of miniaturization. The quest for miniaturization is driven by the need
for increasing processing power, decreased cost and increased portability. The transis-
tor size in the present day Intel Skylake processor is 14 nm. Below device dimensions
of 100 nm emergent phenomena have given rise to the new field of nanotechnology.
The challenge is that when at small scales, one cannot treat the participating entities
(electrons for our case) as particles which are governed by classical Newtonian me-
chanics. One must take into account the dual wave-particle nature of electrons which is
described by quantum mechanics. Two of the most fundamental phenomena, tunneling
and interference, can only be explained by the wave nature of electron as described by
Schrodinger equation.
The quest for miniaturization in the post-silicon age has given rise to the discovery
of new materials like graphene, for which a Nobel prize was awarded in 2010. Graphene
is a single layer of carbon atoms arranged in a honey-comb lattice structure. Graphene
has exceptional electronic, mechanical and optical properties[4, 5, 6]. One amazing
thing about graphene is that quantum phenomena can be observed at room temperature.
Graphene exhibits ballistic electron transport over unusually large lengths[2, 7, 8, 9, 10].
Researchers have recently measured momentum relaxation length of 10 µm in graphene
nanoribbons at room temperature[2]. Up to this length, resistance is independent of
length and Ohm’s law does not describe transport[11]. Other researchers have also
demonstrated a phase coherent length of 1 µm at low temperature (4◦K)[8], 50 nm at
100◦K [12] and an expected coherent length of 10-30 nm at 300◦K[12]. Phase coher-
ent length is defined to be the length up to which electrons keep their phase coherent
wave nature and interference phenomena can be observed[11]. With current semicon-
ductor device size approaching its limits, a potential path forward could be new device
structures which use the wave property of electrons.
The aim of coherent electronics is to invent new devices whose operating principle
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is based on the wave nature of electron. In a coherent optoelectronic system, during
interaction with light, the whole system (electrons and photons) evolves in a coherent
way. But the disadvantage with coherent electronics or optoelectronics is that electrons
lose their coherence due to interaction with environment (phonon, impurity or other
electrons) within a very short time and very short distance. So in order to reach the
coherence limit, one must fabricate shorter structures or use new materials or structures
with longer coherence lengths or operate at low temperature. The present time is a pro-
pitious time to investigate coherent electronics and optoelectronics because of the rapid
advancement in fabrication technology and advent of new 2-D materials like graphene.
Another research area which has remained totally unexplored is very small scale il-
lumination of structures where the illumination length is smaller than the wavelength of
electrons in that material. Plasmonics can result in deep sub light wavelength focusing
of optical fields. Experiments have resulted in and proposed plasmonic focusing devices
with focusing down to 10 nm[3, 13]. It is clear that the use of long coherence length
materials in conjunction with state of the art plasmonic structures would allow exper-
imental demonstration of opto coherent electronic devices. This dissertation predicts
new phenomena that occurs at this illumination length scale.
One objective of current research proposal is to investigate how the coherent op-
toelectronic properties of a semiconducting material or device structure change with
scale of illumination when the illumination scale is similar to the Bloch wavelength
of electron in that material. This dissertation proposes novel coherent optoelectronic
phenomena and devices using nano-scale illumination of 2-D materials. We report four
predictions in this thesis. The first of these is that optical absorption is illumination
length dependent. Here from fundamental calculations we show that, at very small
scale illumination (length of illumination is comparable with the Bloch wavelength of
electrons), the optical absorption of graphene nanoribbon (GNR) is not length indepen-
dent. We show how the long-scale illumination length optical absorption result emerges
as the illumination length increases. The second prediction is a current direction switch-
ing photodetector (CDS-PD), in which the direction of current in the external circuit is
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dependent on the wavelength of incident light. We show that this behavior comes from
the quantum interference of electrons in multiple paths. The third prediction is a Mach-
Zhender interferometer photodetector (MZI-PD) in graphene nanoribbon, where cou-
pling light between two resonant peaks of Mach-Zhender interferometer (MZI) struc-
ture permits this structure to act as an efficient, small, p-n junctionless PD. The fourth




ORIGIN AND HISTORY OF THE PROBLEM
The objective of this research is to make pioneering studies in opto coherent electronics.
We have investigated how the coherent optoelectronic properties of a semiconducting
material or device structure change with length of illumination when the illumination
length is approximately the Bloch wavelength of electron in that material and proposed
novel coherent optoelectronic phenomena and devices for nano-scale illumination of
structure. We have performed our research and investigation on both a general 1-D two
band material structure and on graphene nanoribbons. The 1-D model is evidence of the
universal nature of the discoveries in this dissertation. The phenomena are expected to
be observable in many 2-D materials. The GNR application was studied because of the
advanced state of graphene experimental work make it a likely target for experimental
investigation. In our research we have investigated illumination length dependent op-
tical absorption of a material, a photodetector in which direction of current switches
depending on frequency of incident light, the optoelectronic properties of MZI GNR
structure and a GNR spectrometer.
First I describe what is meant by coherent optoelectronics. The Schrodinger equa-
tion is a wave equation for electrons. The dynamics of the electron wavefunction with a
given wave vector and frequency is determined by the solution of Schrodinger equation.
The propagation of this wavefunction in a medium is called coherent if by knowing the
amplitude and the phase of the wave at a certain time and at a certain place we can
predict the amplitude and phase of the wave at all other times and space points.
If the medium in which the electrons propagate possesses scattering centers that
have some temporal dynamics and all the information about the scattering centers are
not known but rather their statistical properties are known, then we do not know all
the information about the scattered electron wave. Then it is said that the electron has
gone through a phase breaking mechanism or dephasing mechanism. The interaction
of electron with light is also one kind of scattering. The interaction is coherent if after
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interaction with light, electron retains its phase information. We are interested in the
regime where electron wave function evolves in a coherent manner during and after
interaction with light.
The electron photon interaction may happen in a closed system. In this model elec-
trons in a finite materiel interact coherently with light. Closed systems are relatively
easy to study with lasers. The electron photon interaction may occur also in an open
system, where the photoexcited electron can escape from the finite material into leads
and also photoexcited holes can be replenished by electrons from leads. We are inter-
ested in the open system because we are interested in applying bias across the leads or
measuring photocurrents leaving the system.
Now a few words about the wonder material, graphene[14]. Graphene is a single
layer of carbon atoms arranged in a honey-comb lattice structure. Geim and Novoselov
received the 2010 Nobel prize in physics for "groundbreaking experiments regarding the
two-dimensional material graphene"[15]. Graphene has attracted much attention from
researchers because of its exceptional electronic, mechanical and optical properties such
as high electrical mobility, high thermal conductivity, high mechanical strength, linear
energy dispersion around the Dirac point and strong light absorption from near-infrared
to visible wavelength ranges[4, 5, 6]. Another amazing thing about graphene is that
quantum effects are observed in room temperature[16]. This is why almost all our com-
putations have been performed with graphene as the underlying material. Graphene
exhibits ballistic electron transport over unusually large lengths[2, 7, 8, 9, 10]. Re-
searchers have recently measured momentum relaxation length of 10 µm in graphene
nanoribbons at room temperature[2]. Up to this length, resistance is independent of
length and Ohm’s law does not describe transport[11]. Researchers have also demon-
strated a phase coherent length of 1 µm at low temperature (4◦K)[8] and 50 nm at
100◦K [12]. Berger et al. expect to see a phase coherent length of 100 nm at room
temperature[8] and from the experimental results of Minke et al., a phase coherent
length of 10-30 nm at room temperature[12] can be extrapolated. Phase coherent length
means up to this length electrons keep their phase coherent wave nature and interference
5
Figure 1. Graphene nanoribbon
phenomena can be observed[8, 11].
In the previous paragraph, we looked at coherent length of graphene in ground state.
Now we look at carrier dynamics in graphene after photoexcitation. Using a 7-fs pump
pusle, Breusing et al. found an intraband carrier-carrier relaxation time of 30 fs and
phonon-mediated intraband cooling of electrons and holes on a 100 fs time scale in
graphite[17]. Breusing et al. also showed ultrafast carrier equilibration within the first
250 fs that is primarily governed by electron-electron scattering in a single graphene
layer[18]. Dawlaty et al. measured a fast relaxation transient in the 70-120 fs range and
then a slower relaxation process in the 0.4-1.7 ps range in epitaxial graphene[19]. The
slower relaxation time is found to be inversely proportional to the degree of crystalline
disorder in the graphene layers. They relate the measured fast and slow time constants
to carrier-carrier and carrier-phonon intraband and interband scattering processes in
graphene. Wang et al. found an average phonon lifetimes in the 2.5-2.55 ps range in
graphene[20]. Sun et al. found electron-acoustic phonon scattering in the time scale of
1 ps for highly doped layers and 4-11 ps in undoped layers[21].
Bulk graphene is a wonder 2-D material. But if now we restrict the width along
one dimension, bulk graphene becomes a nanoribbon. Depending on the configuration
of atoms along the edge in the longitudinal direction as shown in Figure 1, a graphene
nanoribbon (GNR) can be described as either armchair-edge or zigzag-edge.
In spite of remarkable electronic and optical properties, the absence of electronic
band-gap in bulk graphene restricts its application in digital electronics and optoelec-
tronics. Armchair graphene nanoribbons can have an electronic band-gap because of
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wavefunction confinement in transverse direction.
Now we review previous work on the optical absorption of GNR. In the literature,
the researchers have used perturbation theory to calculate the optical conductance of







(En,k) − f (Em,k)
]
| 〈n, k| Px |m, k〉 |2
× δ(Em,k − En,k − ~ω)
(1)
where, e is the charge of an electron, me is the mass of an electron, ω is the angular
frequency of light, L is the length of the nanoribbon, n and m are indices for bands, k
is the index for momentum and f () is the probability of state occupation which follows
the Fermi-Dirac distribution.
This expression is valid for infinite length nanoribbon and energy and momentum
conservation is imposed through the Dirac delta function which can approximated as a
Gaussian broadening function[23]. Though, there is a term, L (length of nanoribbon)
in the denominator, this comes for calculation of joint density of states per unit length
and not for length of illumination. The matrix element, 〈n, k| Px |m, k〉 is independent of
length of illumination.
In our research, we have used the non-equilibrium Green’s function (NEGF) for-
malism which is a microscopic theory for describing quantum transport of electron
including interactions (phonon, photon and other electrons)[25]. The NEGF formalism
with the light interaction in the position basis gives us the ability to theoretically study
nano-scale illumination of different lengths of nanoribbon and compute quantities of
interest such as photocurrent, optical absorption and quantum efficiency (QE). For our
case, the light interaction matrix element, 〈l| Px |m〉, where l and m are indices for posi-
tion, is calculated in the position basis and is dependent on the length of illumination.
Also, momentum conservation is not externally imposed but rather comes from within
the formulation depending on the length of illumination.
L. E. Henrickson in 2002 showed how the matrix element of light interaction can be
expressed in the position basis for the photocurrent calculation in a resonant tunneling
double barrier GaAs structure[26]. We have used this method for our computations and
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translated the results for 2-D GNR. Guo et al. used NEGF formalism with photon in-
teraction on position basis for the investigation on photoconductivity of single intrinsic
carbon nanotubes. Ostovari et al. used the NEGF formalism for simulation of AGNR
photodetectors with asymmetric source and drain contacts.
Our work on GNR MZI-PD was inspired by previous work. One device structure
whose operation is based on quantum interference and has attracted attention is the res-
onant tunneling diode (RTD)[27]. Henrickson showed how a double barrier RTD struc-
ture in GaAs can be used as a photodetector by coupling light between two resonant
longitudinal modes of the RTD structure. In graphene nanoribbons, a Mach-Zehnder
interferometer structure gives the same transmittance pattern as that of a resonant tun-
neling diode for incoming electrons[28, 29, 30, 31]. This means at some energies elec-
trons go through the device with transmittance one and as if there were no barriers
because of constructive interference at those energies and at some other energies elec-
trons cannot go through the device at all (zero transmittance) because of destructive
interference. Photon assisted tunneling through double quantum walls by spatial Rabi
oscillation has also been studied[32, 33]. In our research we investigate for the first
time the interaction of light in graphene nanoribbon MZI structure and, specifically, we
look at the coupling of light between longitudinal resonant modes for both zig-zag and
armchair structures and how this can be used to make a photodetector.
Now, we briefly review previous work on Graphene PDs. Bulk graphene PDs have
been studied in detail both theoretically and experimentally[5, 6, 34, 35, 36]. The pri-
mary features of graphene PDs are photodetection in wide spectral range from infrared
to ultraviolet region, a transit time limited bandwidth of around 1.5 THz and high inter-
nal quantum efficiency of 15-30%[5, 6, 36]. Researchers have also shown theoretically
armchair graphene nanoribbon (AGNR) PDs with p-i-n structure with QE of 2-6%[37],
with asymmetric source and drain contacts with QE of up to 60%[38] and with exter-
nal electric field with QE of up to 10%[39]. The photocurrent generation mechanisms
in graphene photodetectors include the photovoltaic effect, photothermoelectric effect,
bolometric effect and phonon drag effect[6].
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In the photovoltaic effect, the built-in electric field generated in the junction of p-
and n-type graphene is utilized for separation of photogenerated electrons and holes[40].
Researchers have also shown photocurrent generation without bias and p-n junction
by utilizing the built-in electric field at the metal-graphene interface[41]. Such a bulk
graphene PD has an internal quantum efficiency of around 10% and external quantum
efficiency of about 0.2%[42]. Some asymmetry in the valence band and conduction
band profile (through p-n junction, metal-graphene interface, gate potential or applied
bias) is used to separate the electron-hole pairs before they are recombined to produce
net photocurrent in the external leads.
For our research, the CDS-PD uses gate potentials, MZI-PD uses applied bias and
graphene spectrometer uses applied bias for net photocurrent generation. Our MZI-QI-
PD has peak internal quantum efficiency of 50% and peak external quantum efficiency
of approximately 6%. Our CDS-PD has internal quantum efficiency of 50% and exter-
nal quantum efficiency of about 5%. For single layer bulk graphene PD, external QE
can never cross 2.3% because optical absorption is limited to 2.3%.
Experimentally researchers have fabricated very narrow width GNRs and GNR het-
erojunctions and GNR structures. Chen et al.[1] have synthesized bottom-up 7-13 GNR
heterojunctions as is shown in Figure 2(a). Baringhaus et al.[2] have fabricated sidewall
graphene nano-ring with 1.6 µm outer diameter attached to graphene leads as is shown
in Figure 2(b).
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Figure 2. Experimental Graphene nanoribbon structures. (a)7-13 GNR heterojunction[1] (b)GNR
ring[2]
For the proposed phase coherent optoelectronic devices we need phase coherent
electron transport of around 5-30 nm and also hyperfocusing of light in this range. Re-
searchers have recently measured momentum relaxation length of 10 µm in graphene
nanoribbons at room temperature[2]. Researchers have also demonstrated a phase co-
herent length of 1 µm at low temperature (4◦K)[8] and 50 nm at 100◦K [12]. Berger et
al. expect to see a phase coherent length of 100 nm at room temperature[8] and from
the experimental results of Minke et al., a phase coherent length of 10-30 nm at room
temperature[12] can be extrapolated. In the excited state the shortest dephasing time
comes from electron-electron scattering which has a value of 30 fs in the most restric-
tive case. 30 fs results in a phase coherent length of 30 nm considering fermi velocity
of graphene as 106 m/sec. These experimental results give hope for the creation of new
functionality in optoelectronic devices based of phase-coherence of electrons.
Researchers have shown focusing of light to a spot with a diameter down to 1/20
of its wavelength with a coupling efficiency of 10 %[13]. Researchers have been able
to create an extreme subwavelength hot spot down to the size of sub-10 nm[13]. Re-
searchers have also demonstrated three-dimensional plasmonic nanofocusing of light
that converge at a ~10 nm apex[3]. So the phase coherence of electrons up to 30 nm at
room temperature and hyperfocusing of light in this range is experimentally reachable
10




3.1 General description of the non-equilibrium Green’s function
(NEGF) formulation
We have used non-equilibrium Green’s function (NEGF) formalism to calculate the
current through the device[11, 43, 25, 44]. Here the Green’s function, GR is the impulse
response of the device and non-equilibrium means we are in general setting a potential
between the leads in order for the current to flow. The Green’s function of the device,
GR is calculated from the knowledge of Hamiltonian, HC of the device and self-energies,
Σl1, Σl2, Σphoton, Σphonon and Σelectron (leads, photon, phonon and electron) of interaction.
This is shown in Equation 2. All calculations are performed in the energy domain and
the position basis.
[EI − HC − Σl1 − Σl2 − Σphoton − Σphonon − Σelectron]GR = I (2)
We have used nearest neighbor, tight binding model to calculate the Hamiltonian, HC
of the device[45, 46, 29, 47, 30, 48, 28, 49, 38]. If the transfer energy, t is greater than
the energy range of interest, then the tight-binding model (the discrete lattice represen-
tation) gives fairly accurate results[44, 50]. In the second quantized form, the nearest











i ĉ j (3)
where εi(= 0) is the on-site energy, ti, j = −t(t = 2.7eV) is the transfer energy of the
nearest neighbor sites and ĉ†i and ĉ j are the creation operator and annihilation operator
of the π electron at site i and j respectively.
The electron correlation function, Gn and hole correlation function,Gp (equivalent to
density matrices) are calculated from the Green’s function of the device and scattering
functions, Σin and Σout.
Gn = GRΣinGA (4)
Gp = GRΣoutGA (5)
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The scattering functions (Σin and Σout) describe the rate at which electrons are scattered
in and out at a certain energy level. This can be scattering into the device or out of the






l2 ) or scattering from one







We assume a Fermi-Dirac distribution in the leads ( f1 and f2). Γl’s are scattering
rates provided there are electrons and free states available and Σl’s are scattering rates
considering the availability of electrons and free states through Fermi-Dirac distribution
and Pauli exclusion principle.
The scattering functions are calculated in the following way














Γl1 = i[Σl1 − Σ
†
l1] (8)
Γl2 = i[Σl2 − Σ
†
l2] (9)
Σinl1 = f1Γl1; Σ
out
l1 = (1 − f1)Γl1 (10)
Σinl2 = f2Γl2; Σ
out
l2 = (1 − f2)Γl2 (11)
The transmittance, T through the device can be calculated with the following for-
mula
T = trace[Γl1GRΓl2GA] (12)
The effect of light illumination is incorporated in the calculation by the the inclusion of
Σphoton term in calculation of Green’s function as is shown in equation 2. The electron
photon interaction is calculated in the lowest order perturbation theory and self con-
sistent Born approximation [26, 51, 46, 52, 38]. Lowest order means that only single
photon (linear) processes are included and self consistent Born approximation means
one must iterate until one arrives at a self-consistent electron density at the ground and
the excited levels. The electron-photon interaction has the form Helec−photon = em0 A.P,
where A is the vector potential and P is the momentum operator. If we express vec-
tor potential, A in the second quantized form, the electron-photon interaction in the
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where l and m are site-basis states. zm and zl are the position of site m and site l
respectively. b̂ and b̂† are the bosonic annihilation and creation operator respectively.
Iw is the photon flux in the units of photons/m2/sec, N is the number of photons in
control volume, V , c is the speed of light, εr is the relative permittivity, µr is the relative
permeability and ε is the absolute permittivity.
The scattering functions for photon, Σinphoton and Σ
out
photon are calculated assuming




MlpMqm[NGnpq(E − ~w) + (N + 1)G
n




MlpMqm[NGppq(E + ~w) + (N + 1)G
p
pq(E − ~w)] (17)
Σphoton ' i[Σinphoton + Σ
out
photon]/(−2) (18)
Knowing the electron and hole density functions (Gn and Gp) and the rate at which
electrons are scattered in and out of the device (Σinl1 and Σ
out
l1 ), energy resolved current

























Σoutphoton) as is shown in equation 6 and 7. If we want to calculate only the photoex-
cited part of electron and hole density matrices, then we consider the scattering due to
photons only (Σinphoton and Σ
out







Energy resolved photoexcited current is given by












It should be mentioned here that we have used tight binding (TB) model for both
armchair structure and zigzag structure for GNR MZI photodetector as is described in
Section 4.3 . Zig-zag edges of graphene nanoribbon have been shown to be magnetic[53,
54, 55]. Some researchers have used tight binding model without magnetism in NEGF
formalism for zig-zag MZI structure[29, 30] and other zig-zag nanoribbon structure[56].
Our device operation is not spin dependent. We have not included the effect of mag-
netism in our tight binding hamiltonian. But armchair nanoribbon does not have edge
magnetism. Therefore, the tight binding hamiltonian without magnetism can be used
for armchair nanoribbon without loss of accuracy. Our device operation remains valid
for armchair MZI structure and we plan to include the effect of magnetism in our future
studies of zig-zag MZI structures.
3.2 Open and closed systems
The electron photon interaction may happen in a closed system. This is shown in Fig-
ure 3(a). In this model electrons in a finite material interact coherently with light. This
gives rise to famous Rabi oscillation which is shown in Figure 3(b). The electron pho-
ton interaction may occur also in an open system which is shown in Figure 3(c), where
the photoexcited electron can escape from the finite material into leads and also pho-
toexcited holes can be replenished by electrons from leads.
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Figure 3. (a) Closed system (b) Rabi oscillation in closed system (c)Open system
There are two lifetimes involved here. One is the lifetime of electron from pho-
toexcitation in either ground or excited state (τ1) and second is the escape time of the









where Im(Σphoton) and Im(Σlead) are imaginary parts of self energies due to photon and
lead respectively.
We are interested in the open system because we are interested in applying bias into
the system or photocurrents out of the system.
For the light intensity we are using, τ1 >> τ2. This means once electrons are excited
from ground state to excited state, the electrons will leave the device before then can
come down to the ground state. Also for the device size envisioed in this thesis (5-30
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nm), the dephasing time constants for excited electrons in conduction band[17, 18, 57,
21, 20, 19] are not short enough for the electrons to lose their coherence.
3.3 Optical absorption and quantum efficiency
Knowing the photocurrents, we can calculate optical absorption and quantum efficiency.
As shown if Figure 4, I1 and I2 are photocurrents in ground state and I3 and I4 are
photocurrents in excited state. Total photocurrent is I1 +I2 or I3 +I4 and net photocurrent
is I1 − I3 or I2 − I4.
Figure 4. Schematic for photocurrents in ground and excited states
Knowing total photocurrent and net photocurrent, optical absorption and quantum
efficiency are calculated as shown below
Optical absorption =
total photocurrent in either ground or excited state/q
no of photons in the illuminated area per second
(26)
Quantum efficiency (QE) =
net photocurrent in either lead/q
no of photons in the illuminated area per second
(27)
3.4 Electron-phonon interaction
We have included the effect of elastic dephasing due to phonons in this thesis. The
motivation is to see how the coherence of electron is lost with phonon dephasing. The
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self energy for phonon and scattering function for phonon are found using the following
relationships[11]
Σphonon = D ×GR (28)
Σinphonon = D ×G
n (29)
Σoutphonon = D ×G
p (30)
D is the parameter for the strength of phonon interaction. Phonon interaction comes
as a scalar potential in the Schrodinger equation. The elements of matrix D represent
the correlation between the random potential UR at location i and location j
Di j =< URiUR j > (31)
Two cases are of interest.
•Case 1: Di j = D0. Here the random potential is well-coordinated throughout the
channel having essentially the same value at all points i, so that the every element
of matrix D has the same value of D0.
•Case 2: Di j = D0 for i = j and Di j = 0 for i , j.
For case 1, only the phase of the electron is destroyed but for case 2 both the phase and
the momentum of the electron is destroyed[11]. In this thesis, we have used case 1,
where only the phase of the electron is destroyed.
In order to include the effect of phonon dephasing, the simulations must be done in a
self-consistent way. There are there self-consistency loops for phonon dephasing. First,
phonon dephasing introduces a scalar potential, Σphonon in the Schrodinger equation
(equation 2) so the greens function, GR of the device changes. The scalar potential
Σphonon itself is dependent of Green’s function of the device as is shown in equation
28, so we need a self-consistency loop here. Second, elastic phonon dephasing also
introduces an image of the electron and hole density functions (Gn and Gp) in each
energy level as is shown in equations 29 and 30. Electron and hole density functions (Gn




So we need a self consistency loop here. Third, after knowing the electron and hole
density functions (Gn and Gp) with phonon interaction in a self consistent way we are
ready to calculate the photon interaction. The electron-photon interaction has its own
self energy term (Σphoton), which affects the Green’s function and its own scattering
functions (Σinphoton and Σ
in
photon), which affects the electron and hole density functions (G
n
and Gp). So we need a third self-consistency loop over the two loops already mentioned.
The method described in the present paragraph is shown in Figure 5 in a flowchart form.
Figure 5. Flowchart for incorporation of elastic phonon dephasing in our NEGF formulation
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3.5 Electron-electron interaction
We account for the electron-electron interaction in the system through Hartree poten-
tial or Poisson equation. Electron-electron interaction gives rise to a Hartree potential,
U(r) which is used in NEGF formulation to find the Green’s function of that device
(equation 2). In equation 2, Σelectron is U(r). Our current direction switching device as is
described in section 4.2 is undoped. The effect of gate potential has been taken care of
by bending the valence band and conduction band in that part of the device. Since the
photoexcited hole and electron density functions are different for each energy level, the
total photoexcited electron and hole densities (n(r) and p(r)) are found by integrating
the electron and hole densities over the energy range. Since electron and hole densities
are different, this gives rise to some net charge within the device. So when electrons
pass through the device, they will feel some potential. This is the source of Hartee po-
tential. This Hartree potential can be found by solving the Poisson equation as is shown




(n(r) − p(r)) (32)
Here U(r) is the Hartree potential, e is the charge of an electron, ε is the permittivity of
the material, n(r) is the electron density and p(r) is the hole density.









where U and ρ are potential and charge density vectors, ∆ is length of grid and A is the
matrix generated from finite difference method.
The flowchart for finding the Hartree potential, U(r) for each value of photon energy
is provided in Figure 6.
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Figure 6. Flowchart for incorporation of electron-electron interaction through Hartree potential in
NEGF formulation
We have used 2-D Poisson solver to find the Hartree potential in this thesis. Any
graphene nanoribbon has four boundaries. Two boundaries are at the end of device
where the device meets the lead and the other two boundaries are at the top and bottom
of nanoribbon.
We have performed simulation with both Dirichlet and Neumann boundary condi-
tions. For Dirichlet boundary condition, the potential has a fixed value at the boundary
and for Neumann boundary condition the slope of the potential is fixed at the boundary.
3.6 Modeling of semi-infinite leads
In NEGF formalism, the Green’s function is calculated using the following equation
[EI − HC − Σl1 − Σl2 − Σphoton − Σphonon − Σelectron]GR = I (35)
The effect of leads in the NEGF (Schrodinger equation) is taken into account through
the self energy terms Σl1 (lead 1) and Σl1 (lead 2). As with any interaction (light, elec-
tron, lead), interaction does two things. One is to change the discrete energy levels
(through real part of self energy) and the second is to provide a broadening around the
discrete energy levels (through imaginary part of self energy).
There are different methods for calculating lead self-energy like the recursive method,
the iterative method and the eigenvalue method[60, 61]. They give equivalent results.
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The iterative method is quick and convenient if the problem is formulated in the Green’s
function formalism[60]. In the iterative methods there are the transfer matrix method
and lead decimation method[61]. For our research work, we have used both the lead
decimation method and transfer matrix method. They give exactly same result. For all
the research work presented in this thesis we have used lead decimation method. The
equations involved for the lead decimation method are given below [61].
ε si+1 = ε
s
i + αi(E − εi)
−1βi (36)
εi+1 = εi + βi(E − εi)−1αi + αi(E − εi)−1βi (37)
αi+1 = αi(E − εi)−1αi (38)
βi+1 = βi(E − εi)−1βi (39)
where the initial values are
ε s0 = h1; ε0 = h1;α0 = u; β0 = ud (40)
here h1 is the hamiltonian for an unit cell in the lead, u is the transfer matrix between
two adjoining unit cells in the lead and ud is the complex conjugate of the u.
The calculations are done iteratively until αi is less than a very small value. Know-
ing ε si corresponding to ith iteration when the method converges, G00 can be calculated
from the following relationship
G00 = (E − ε si )
−1
Then the self energy of the leads can be calculated using the following relationship
Σl = uG00ud
Knowing Σl, we can find out the Green’s function of the system using equation 35.
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3.7 Electron-photon interaction matrix element for AGNR
We know that electron-photon interaction comes into Schrodinger equation through in-
teraction potential term, Helec−photon = em0 A.P, where A is the vector potential of electro-
magnetic wave, P is the momentum operator for electron, e is the charge of an electron
and m0 is the mass of an electron.
In this section, we show how we have calculated the 〈l|Helec−photon |m〉 term. The
position of four typical atoms in armchair configuration is shown in Figure 7(a) and
assumed directions for vector potential and momentum operator are shown in Figure
7(b)
Figure 7. (a) Position of atoms for AGNR. (b)Directions used in the derivation
The interaction potential matrix element in the position basis between elements l












Ax 〈l| px |m〉 +
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〈l| [Ĥc, x] |m〉 + eAy
i
~




(Ax(xm − xl) + Ay(ym − yl)) 〈l| Ĥc |m〉
(41)
For horizontal polarization, Ay = 0, so matrix element between 1 and 2 becomes
〈1|Helec−photon |2〉 = e
i
~
Axa 〈1| Ĥc |2〉 (42)
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For horizontal polarization, the matrix element between 2 and 3 is





aAx 〈2| Ĥc |3〉 (43)
These matrix elements have been used for calculation of electron-photon interaction
for AGNR. It should be mentioned here that in this thesis we have used horizontally
polarized light.
3.8 Justification for the model
•Nearest neighbor tight binding model: If the transfer energy, t is greater than the
energy range of interest, then the tight-binding model gives fairly accurate re-
sult. For graphene, transfer energy, t is 2.7 eV. The narrowest possible graphene
nanoribbon is 3-AGNR, which has a bandgap of 2.24 eV. Most of our simulations
were done with 7-AGNR, which has a bandgap of 1.27 eV. For a 7-AGNR, 10 nm
long CDS-PD device, the current direction switching takes place at around 1.4
eV which is at lower part of the parabolic band of GNR. So tight binding model
should give very accurate result.
•Coherence length: Recent measurements of the phase-coherence distance have been
performed, giving for example a phase coherent length of 1 µm at low temperature
(4◦K)[8], 50 nm at 100◦K [12] and an expected length of 10-30 nm at 300◦K[12].
These phase-coherence distances are much shorter than the ballistic transport dis-
tance in graphene which has been measured to be at least 10 microns in graphene
nanoribbons[2]. Our device size is less than 20 nm. So for this device size,
we can assume phase coherence at room temperature and ignore the effects like
electron-electron and electron-phonon interaction which destroy the coherence of
electrons.
•Electron-photon interaction: Since the used electron Hamiltonian in this thesis is
nearest neighbor, light interaction is also nearest neighbor, that is, after photon
interaction electrons can jump to three nearest neighbors for graphene and two
nearest neighbors for 1-D chain.
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•Electron-electron interaction: We account for the electron-electron interaction in
the system through Hartree potential or Poisson equation. The potential found
in this method due to charge imbalance is very small and has negligible effect on
device operation.
In literature, researchers mention an electron interaction time constant of 30 fs
[57, 19] for photoexcited carriers in graphene, which considering fermi velocity
of graphene as 106 m/sce gives a length of 30 nm. That means electrons can travel
for 30 nm in excited level (conduction band) before losing their coherence. Our
expected device length is 5-30 nm in size.
•Inelastic and elastic phonon scattering: Among the inelastic optical phonons the
dominant one is at 0.2 eV[57] for graphene. With an applied gate potential of
0.03 eV, our 7-AGNR, CDS-PD device size is around 10 nm in length and low
energy electrons (energy around 0.07 eV) take part in current direction switch-
ing operation for photon energy of around 1.4 eV. Since these low energy elec-
trons(energy around 0.07 eV) in CB have less energy than 0.2 eV phonon, these
phonons cannot affect the electrons.
Also the time constant for optical phonons is 100 fs [18, 19, 20] and has no effect
in the length scales of our device.
The time constant for acoustic phonon is in the range of 4-11 ps[21] and has no
effect in the length scales, our device is envisioned.
We have shown the effect of elastic phonon dephasing in the CDS-PD device
operation. This is done to give a general view of how electron dephasing length




As we have iterated in the introduction, the objective of current research proposal is
to investigate how the coherent optoelectronic properties of a semiconducting material
or device structure change with length of illumination when the illumination length is
around the Bloch wavelength of electron in that material and to propose novel coherent
optoelectronic phenomena and devices for nano-scale illumination of structure. We
report four basic contributions in that regard.
• Illumination length dependent optical absorption of GNR
• GNR current direction switching photodetector (CDS-PD)
• GNR Mach-Zehnder interferometer photodetector (MZI-PD)
• GNR coherent spectrometer
4.1 Illumination length dependent optical absorption in graphene
nanoribbon
Bulk graphene does not have band-gap. But it has optical absorption of 2.3% from near
infrared to far ultraviolet region due to linear energy dispersion relationship around the
Dirac (K) point. The E-K diagram for bulk graphene using the 1st nearest neighbor TB
model is shown in Figure 8(a). Since bulk graphene has two atoms per unit cell, it gives
rise to two bands. They are valence band and conduction band. The E-K diagram along
one direction only (y direction) is shown in Figure 8(b). Bulk graphene has famous
linear energy dispersion around the K point which gives the electrons the mass-less
behavior like the linear E-K relationship of mass-less photons.
If we restrict bulk graphene along one dimension, bulk graphene becomes nanorib-
bon. Graphene nanoribbon can be of zigzag edge or armchair edge type depending on
the configuration of atoms along the edge. From the band diagram it is found that zigzag
graphene nanoribbons are always of metallic type, ie, there is no band-gap for zigzag
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nanoribbon. But armchair graphene nanoribbons (AGNR) can be either metallic or
semi-conducting depending on number of atoms in the transverse directions. AGNR has
three typical families corresponding to N=3p, 3p+1 and 3p+2, where N is the number
of atoms in transverse direction and p is any positive integer. If p is odd and N=3p+2,
then this particular AGNR becomes metallic. For all other cases the AGNR is semi-
conducting. In Figure 9 we show the band-diagram and energy transmittance pattern
for semiconducting 7-AGNR. The band-diagram has been calculated using 1st nearest
neighbor TB Hamiltonian and transmittance has been calculated from NEGF formalism
with the same 1st nearest neighbor TB Hamiltonian. 7-AGNR means there are 7 atoms
along the width of the armchair graphene nanoribbon. For 7-AGNR, the unit cell has
14 atoms. So in the E-K diagram, there are 14 bands (7 valence bands and 7 conduction
bands). If we look at the transmittance diagram we see that, 7-AGNR has a band-gap of
1.27 eV around zero (0) energy and as energy is increased in the valence or conduction
band, the transmittance increases as more transverse bands come into conduction and
then transmittance decreases and comes to zero.
Figure 8. E-K diagram for bulk graphene with nearest neighbor tight binding model (a)2-D
(b)along y axis.
As we described in Chapter 2, in the literature, the researchers used perturbation
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Figure 9. (a) E-K diagram and (b) energy-transmittance diagram for 7-AGNR (semiconducting
with a band-gap of 1.27 eV).







f (En,k) − f (Em,k)
]
| 〈n, k| Px |m, k〉 |2
× δ(Em,k − En,k − ~ω)
(44)
where, e is the charge of an electron, me is the mass of an electron, ω is the angular
frequency of light, L is the length of the nanoribbon, n and m are indices for bands, k is
the index for momentum, f () is the probability coming from Fermi-Dirac distribution.
This expression is for infinite length nanoribbon and momentum conservation is
imposed through the Dirac delta function which can be approximated as a Gaussian
Broadening function[23]. The term L in the denominator comes for calculation of joint
density of states per unit length. The matrix element, 〈n, k| Px |m, k〉 is independent of
length of illumination.
On the other hand, the NEGF formalism with light interaction in the position basis
gives us the ability to theoretically study nano-scale illumination of different lengths of
nanoribbon. For our case, the light interaction matrix element, 〈l| Px |m〉, where l and
m are indices for position, is calculated in position basis and is dependent on length of
illumination. Also momentum conservation is not externally imposed but rather comes
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from within the formulation depending on the length of illumination.
4.1.1 Results and discussion
The optical absorptions for different photon energy for 15-AGNR and 7-AGNR are
shown in Figure 10. The results match quite closely the already published results[24].
In the high photon energy region away from the band-gap, the results match more
closely, because for these photon energies the device illumination length is more than
the Bloch wavelength of electron. If we look at optical absorption pattern with photon
energy, we see a number of peaks corresponding to highest lying VB to lowest lying CB
in energy, the second highest lying VB to second lowest lying CB and so on. For this
result we have illuminated 25 unit cells (10.508 nm) for 15-AGNR and 30 unit cells
(12.638 nm) for 7-AGNR. For the calculation, the electron energy interval used was
0.01 eV and the photon energy interval used was 0.01 eV.























Figure 10. Optical absorption vs. photon energy for (a) 7-AGNR (b) 15-AGNR.
The main result of this section is how the optical absorption varies as we change
the illumination length of an armchair graphene nanoribbon. In Figure 11, we show the
optical absorption of 3-AGNR (band gap of 2.24 eV), 7-AGNR (band gap of 1.27 eV)
and 15-AGNR (band gap of 0.6 eV) vs. number of unit cells illuminated for several
photon energies near the band-gap. In this scale, 30 unit cells is 12.64 nm.
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Figure 11. Optical absorption vs. number of unit cells illuminated for different photon energy (a)
3-AGNR (b) 7-AGNR (c) 15-AGNR.
In general optical absorption is small for 1 unit cell and increases rapidly to a peak at
a number that corresponds to 14 the Bloch wavelength. The absorption then decays (with
damped oscillations) to its macroscopic limit. The Bloch wavelength is thus a suitable
approximation for the length at which the long-illumination length optical absorption
occurs. It should be noticed that for the same kinetic energy electrons can have different
kx, depending on the width of the nanoribbon. It is reasonable that the optical absorption
does not have a meaningful value until the illumination length is larger than the Bloch
wavelength of electron. We know that optical absorption is governed by the matrix
term 〈 f | A. p̂ |i〉, where, 〈 f | and 〈i| are the final and initial states, A is the vector potential
of light and p̂ is the momentum operator for electron. In position basis, we have to
integrate over at least one full wavelength of electron wavefunction until we come at
long-illumination length optical absorption results.
Optical absorption from an initial state to a final state due to electron-photon interac-
tion depends on three factors. First, the density of states in initial and final states, second
the photon energy (optical absorption varies inversely with the angular frequency, ω of
light) and third, the shape of wavefunction of electron in the initial and final states and
polarization of light. The information about density of states is carried in the diago-
nal elements of electron and hole density matrices. The interaction term, Helec−photon is
proportional to 1√
ω
. Since in the expressions for scattering functions for photon (Σinphoton
and Σoutphoton), Helec−photon term is multiplied twice (because propagator or green’s function
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takes electron from one quantum state to another), ultimately, photoexcited electron and
hole densities and photocurrent become proportional to 1
ω
. The information about the
wavefunction of the electron is carried both in the diagonal and off-diagonal elements of
the density matrices in ground and excited states. We possibly have to satisfy two con-
servation rules. First is the energy conservation for electron-photon system and second
is the momentum conservation. Energy conservation is strictly satisfied. In fact, our
numerical method is based on this assumption. The energy difference between initial
state and final states of electron is equal to the energy of incident photons. Momentum
conservation is not externally imposed in our formalism. It comes within the formal-
ism. Scattering functions for photon (Σinphoton and Σ
out
photon) contain the term of the density
matrix for initial state. Knowing scattering functions for electron we can find out Pho-
toexcited electron and hole densities using the Green’s function in the final state. The
information about the polarization of light comes through the M term.
In Figure 12, we show the optical absorption of 7-AGNR for different VB electron
energies for 5 ,14 and 20 unit cells illuminated. The photon energy is 1.4 eV and the
band-gap is 1.27 eV. So, in conduction band, electrons should have a kinetic energy
of 0.065 eV. For momentum conserved adsorptions, electrons should make transitions
from -0.7 eV in VB to 0.7 eV in CB.























Figure 12. Optical absorption vs. electron energy in VB for different length illuminated for photon
energy of 1.4 eV for 7-AGNR.
In Figure 12, we see that when (mainly due to the very high density of states) only
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a few unit cells are illuminated, absorption is dominated by very high density of states
at the band edges (top of VB and bottom of CB). Then as number of unit cells illu-
minated is increased momentum conserving electron transitions begin to take place as
evidenced by higher optical absorption for those electrons which take part in momentum
conserving transitions. Once again this momentum conserving transition takes place for
a number of unit cells corresponding to the the Bloch wavelength of the VB electrons.
Although experiments contain the total response of all VB electrons, simulations give
insight into electron-energy resolved physics that is not available experimentally.
4.1.2 Heisenberg uncertainty principle via optical absorption
In Figure 13, we show the optical absorption for different valence-band electron ener-
gies for 25 ,40 and 50 unit cells illuminated for photon energy of 1.49 eV for 7-AGNR.
As more unit cells are illuminated, optical absorption takes place at narrower energy
range and curves become steeper around -0.745 eV (momentum conserving energy).

























Figure 13. Optical absorption vs. electron energy in valence band for different length illuminated
for photon energy of 1.49 eV for 7-armchair.
It is very interesting and fitting that the Heisenberg uncertainty relationship, ∆p∆x ≥
~ is always satisfied for different length of illuminations in our calculations. The values
for ∆x, ∆p and ∆x∆p for three different lengths of illumination as shown in Figure
13 are shown in tabular form in Table 1. ∆p is calculated from the energy difference of
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maxima at -0.745 eV and first minima (at any side). ∆x is the length of illumination. The
values of ∆x∆p as found in our calculation is always greater than ~ (Planck’s constant).
Table 1. Heisenberg uncertainty principle via optical absorption




4.1.3 In-depth study of the relationship between optical absorption and Bloch
wavelength
The variation of optical absorption with illumination length for illumination length
around the Bloch wavelength occurs due to quantum interference of photoexcited elec-
trons in conduction band and photoexcited holes in valence band. The relationship
between Bloch wavelength and optical absorption reaching the macroscopic limit is
shown through Figure 14. Here 7-AGNR is excited by 1.4 eV light. In Figure 14(a),
the variation of optical absorption with illumination length is shown. Optical absorp-
tion shows a damped oscillation pattern with illumination length and within one Bloch
wavelength the oscillation completes two full cycles. Here the Bloch wavelength is
around 26 unit cells of AGNR. The real part of wave-function in 7-AGNR in valence
band at -0.7 eV is shown in Figure 14(d). Since photon energy is 1.4 eV, momentum
conserved transition takes place from -0.7 eV to 0.7 eV. From Figure14(d), we can see
that Bloch wavelength is 26 unit cells. In Figure 14(c), we see that net photocurrent for
one sided insertion also completes two full cycles within one Bloch wavelength. Since
photocurrent comes from photoexcited electron density and electron density is square
value of absolute value of wave-function, within one Bloch wavelength photocurrent
completes two full cycles.
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Figure 14. (a) Optical absorption vs. illumination length (b) net photocurrent vs. illumination
length (c) band diagram (d) wave function in VB. All results are for photon energy of 1.4 eV and
7-AGNR.
4.1.4 Optical interaction in 1-D two level system
We can explain the origin of damped oscillation in optical absorption with periodic os-
cillation of the photocurrent for one sided insertion of electrons in VB. One sided inser-
tion means the photoexcited holes in VB are replenished from one lead only. The origin
of this periodic oscillation can be best understood with a hypothetical 1-d structure with
2 energy levels in each atomic position. So we digress for a moment and explain the
quantum interference for 1-d structure. The 1-d structure with two energy levels per
atomic position and the band diagram for the 1-D atomic chain with a bandgap of 2 eV
are shown in Figure 15.
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Figure 15. (a) 1-D atomic chain with 2 energy levels per atomic position (b) band diagram for the
1-D atomic chain
The 1-d structure with two energy levels per atomic position and atom 10 excited
from nearest neighbors 9 and 11 are shown in figure 16(a). Since atom 10 has been
excited only, we see electrons emanate out from position 10. After photoexcitation
holes are created in VB and photoexcited electrons in the CB leave the device through
leads in both sides . These photoexcited holes in the VB are replenished by electrons
from leads in both sides. In the simulation, we can ensure that photoexcited holes are
replenished from one side only. This can done by making the probability of availability
of electrons in one of the leads as 1 (one) and in other lead as 0 (zero) in all available
energy ranges. In Figure 16 the photoexcited holes are replenished by electrons in VB
from left side only.
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Figure 16. (a) 1-D atomic chain with atom 10 excited (b) wavefunction in excited state for atom 10
excited (c) wavefunction in ground state
Now if all the atoms are excited as has been shown in Figure 17, electron interferes
with itself in CB and VB. For one side of the device, electron interferes constructively
and for other side for some length electron interferes constructively and for some length
electrons interferes destructively. This is shown in Figure 18. Here four curves for cur-
rents with illumination length are shown. These are currents in two leads for ground
and excited levels. Holes are replenished in VB from left lead (lead 1) only. In left lead
(lead 1) in excited level, current rises up quadratically with illumination length. This
is because in left lead electron wave-function interferes constructively always with illu-
mination length and electron density is square of absolute value of wave-function and
current is proportional to electron density. In right lead (lead 2), current shows a pe-
riodic oscillation pattern because for some illumination length electron wave-function
interferes constructively and for some illumination length electron wave-function inter-
feres destructively. It should be mentioned here that for the simulation results shown in
Figure 18, 2.3 eV light is used and we have considered momentum conserved transition
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only for electron (transition from -1.15 eV to +1.15 eV).
Figure 17. Pictorial diagram showing quantum interference of electron with itself for optical exci-
tation of 1-D two level atomic chain
Figure 18. Photocurrent vs illumination length in different leads and ground and excited states for
1-D atomic chain (left insertion only)
4.1.5 Optical interaction and periodic oscillation in photocurrent in AGNR
Now for graphene nanoribbon with photoexcitation the same thing as descried in previ-
ous section for 1-d chain of atoms happens. In Figure 19, four curves for currents with
illumination length are shown. These are currents in two leads for ground and excited
levels. Here holes in the VB are replenished from left side only. In the excited state, we
can see that in the left side of the ribbon there is a build-up of wave-function, and in the
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right side of device the wave-function is low because for some illumination length the
wave-function adds constructively and for some illumination length the wave-function
adds destructively. It should be mentioned here for the results shown in Figures 19
and 20, we have integrated the energy resolved current over the available electron ener-
gies to get the total current whereas for Figure 18, currents were shown for momentum
conserved electrons only.
For right insertion, we get the result as shown in Figure 20. Here the results are
same as Figure 19 but the currents have just changed sides.
Figure 19. Photocurrent vs illumination length in different leads and ground and excited states for
7-AGNR (left insertion only)
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Figure 20. Photocurrent vs illumination length in different leads and ground and excited states for
7-AGNR (right insertion only)
Now if electrons are inserted from both sides, as is the case for real life experimental
case (not simulation), we get the result as shown in Figure 21. By summing up the pho-
tocurrents in either ground or excited state, we can get the total photocurrent and then
can find the optical absorption using equation 26. Then we get the optical absorption
pattern with illumination length as shown in Figure 14.
Figure 21. Photocurrent vs illumination length in different leads and ground and excited states for
7-AGNR (insertion from both sides)
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In Figures 19 and 20, we have shown currents in leads for ground and excited states
as a function of illumination length. Now for a particular illumination length, we can
also look at wave-function in ground and excited states. This is shown in Figure 22. The
holes in the valence band are replenished from left side only. In Figure 22 (a) (excited
state), we see that there is a build up of electrons in left side of the nanoribbon because
of constructive interference but in the right side the electron density is low because of
constructive interference for some illumination length and destructive interference for
some other illumination length. The result shown in Figure 22 is for 7-AGNR with 40
unit cells illuminated with a photon energy of 1.4 eV and only momentum conserved
electron has been considered.
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Figure 22. Wavefunction in 7-AGNR with optical excitation (a) excited state (b) ground state (40
unit cells illuminated with a photon energy of 1.4 eV and only momentum conserved electron has
been considered)
In this section, we show the results of computation of optical absorption of AGNR
as a function of illumination length. We have also shown the results for a 1-D atomic
chain and found that this is a generalized result applicable for any material. We find
that optical absorption is not independent of illumination length and Bloch wavelength
of electron gives a suitable indicator about when the long-illumination length limit op-
tical absorption will begin to occur. This study helps to understand material behavior
under extremely small scale illumination (illumination lengths are comparable with the
Bloch wavelength of electron) and also paves the way for envisioning novel coherent
optoelectronic phenomena and devices.
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4.2 GNR current direction switching (CDS) photodetector
Our 2nd invention is a very simple nanoribbon photo-detector structure, in which the
photocurrent in the external circuit (leads) changes direction depending on the fre-
quency of incident light. The physical principle behind the phenomenon of direction of
current switching is based on quantum interference of photoexcited electrons in multi-
ple paths.
4.2.1 Device structure
The device is simple AGNR. We create a potential well in one half of the device by
applying an external gate bias voltage. The device structure is shown in Figure 23. Gate
Voltage can be applied through ionic liquid. A negative gate voltage will create positive
charges in graphene and will electrostatically pull down the conduction band (CB) and
valence band (VB) for electrons in graphene in the position where gate is placed. In
NEGF simulation, the pull-down of CB and VB is simulated by adding the negative
energy in the diagonal elements of the hamiltonian. It is noticeable here that the active
device area is longitudinally asymmetric as is required for photocurrent generation.
Figure 23. (a)Device structure ( lead region blue, device region black, gate region green and illumi-
nated region yellow (b)Band profile for the device
4.2.2 Operating principle
For a conventional p-n junction photo-detector or solar cell, incident light produces
electron-hole pairs and then these electron-hole pairs are separated by the built-in po-
tential of p-n junction. Then holes diffuse in the p side and electrons diffuse in the n
side to reach the leads. So photo-generated holes are replenished by electrons from the
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Figure 24. Operation of conventional p-n junction photodetector
leads of p side and photogenerated electrons diffuse out to the leads of n side and a net
photocurrent is created. This is shown in Figure 24.
The operations of current direction switching (CDS) PD for low and high photon
energy are shown in Figures 25 and 26 respectively. For low photon energy (photon
energy is still greater than band-gap energy) the photogenerated electrons in the CB can
go to either side. The photo-generated holes in the VB can only go to left side because
of presence of potential barrier in right side as is shown in Figure 25. The electron and
hole densities at 0.65 eV and -0.65 eV corresponding to photon energy of 1.3 eV(lower
photon energy) where CDS phenomenon does not take place are shown in Figure25 (a)
and Figure25(c). We have a net electron flow from left to right side. In the convention
we use, this gives rise to a negative photocurrent and negative quantum efficiency (QE).
For Figure 25, the device is 7-AGNR with 16 cells illuminated with a gate potential
(GP) of 0.06 eV.
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Figure 25. Operation of current direction switching photodetector for low photon energy(a)electron
density in excited state (b)device structure (c)hole density in ground state.
For higher photon energy, the photo-generated electrons can go to either side as
before and also the photo-generated holes can go to either side as is shown in Figure 26.
The electron and hole densities at 0.72 eV and -0.72 eV corresponding to photon energy
of 1.44 eV(higher photon energy) where CDS phenomenon takes place are shown in
Figure26 (a) and Figure26(c). In the CB (excited state), electron density is higher at
left side than right side so there is a net electron flow from right to left. In the VB
(ground state), the hole density is higher at right side than left side so there is a net
hole flow from left to right (electron flow from right to left). So we see that at this
particular photon energy, net electron flow considering both VB and CB is from right to
left. In Figures 25 and 26, we have shown electron and hole densities corresponding to
momentum conserved case but, of course, to find the photocurrent we have to integrate
the energy resolved current over the available electron energies. For Figure 26, the
device is 7-AGNR with 16 cells illuminated with a GP of 0.06 eV.
So in conclusion for this section we can say that, at suitable higher photon energies,
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because of quantum interference of electrons, under some restrictive conditions (for a
particular gate bias, the illumination length is less than a certain length), net electron
flow will be in opposite direction than conventional direction and current will switch
direction in external circuit.
Figure 26. Operation of current direction switching photodetector for high photon energy
(a)electron density in excited state (b)device structure (c)hole density in ground state.
4.2.3 Results and discussion
The quantum efficiency (QE) for different photon energy for the CDS photodetector is
shown in Figure 27. This result is for 7-AGNR which has a band-gap of 1.27 eV. For
lower photon energy (photon energy is greater than band-gap energy), QE is negative.
Then at some higher photon energy, QE becomes positive. At still higher photon energy,
the QE efficiency becomes negative again and then the whole pattern is repeated when
2nd VB and CB comes into conduction. In Figure 27, the QE shown is for 10 unit
cells. For low GP, there is a large positive QE for some photon energies. As GP is
increased, this positive QE becomes smaller and at certain GP, the CDS effect is no
longer observed.
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Figure 27. QE vs. photon energy for different gate potential (GP) (Device length 10 unit cells)
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Figure 28. QE vs. photon energy for different device length (a) GP is 0.03 eV (b) GP is 0.08 eV
Alternatively, as the illumination length is increased for certain fixed GP as is shown
in Figure 28, at some illumination length, the CDS effect goes away. For Figure 28(a),
the applied GP is 0.03 eV and for Figure 28(b), the applied GP is 0.08 eV. In Figure
28(a), we see that the CDS effect is observable at device length of approximately 10 nm
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which is experimentally reachable both from electron coherence and light hyperfocus-
ing point of views.
In Figure 29, we show the variation of photocurrent as a function of GP for a par-
ticular illumination length (12 unit cells) for various photon energies. For low photon
energy, the photocurrent does not have a positive part as GP is varied. As photon en-
ergy is increased, at certain photon energy, the positive photocurrent surfaces. For some
range of photon energies, photocurrent is positive for a small range of GP. For these pho-
ton energies, positive photocurrent will be there as long as GP is smaller than a certain
value such that for a particular photon energy, momentum conserved transition is possi-
ble for electron( for example, for 1.54 eV of photon energy, the maximum GP that can
be applied for observing positive photocurrent is (1.54/2-0.64) eV or 0.13 eV. Then as
photon energy is increased more, the positive photocurrent is not visible for any GP.




























Figure 29. Photocurrent vs Gate potential for various photon energy (length of illumination 12 unit
cells)
4.2.4 Explanation of CDS phenomenon with periodic oscillation in photocurrent
If we illuminate a normal AGNR (without any applied gate potential), there will be no
net photocurrent. For a particular photon energy, there is an electron energy at which
momentum conserved transitions take place (for example for 1.4 eV of photon energy,
momentum conserved electron transition is from -0.7 eV to 0.7 eV). If we look at this
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electron energy only and further assume photoexcited holes at this energy are replen-
ished from only one side of the lead (let us say, left side), then there will be a net electron
photocurrent going from left to right. This photocurrent will have a periodic oscillation
with variation of length of illumination. This periodic oscillation has a wavelength
which is half the electron Bloch wavelength. Now if the electrons come only from right
side in the valence band, the net photocurrent will be from right to left with the same
periodic oscillation with length of illumination. These two periodic oscillations will
both be present in under practical operating condition (that is, photoexcited holes will
be replenished from both the left and right side) and since the periodic oscillations are
in step with each other there will be no net photocurrent. Of course, to find the total net
photocurrent we have to integrate the energy resolved photocurrent over all the electron
energies in the valence band. This integrated net photocurrent also have a periodic oscil-
lation with periodicity of half the momentum conserved electron Bloch wavelength and
left to right and right to left going photocurrents are in step with each other and there
is no net photocurrent. But the condition changes if we apply a gate potential in part
of the device. Now the left to right going electrons in valence and conduction bands do
no see the the same potential profile as right to left going electrons. Net photocurrents
still have periodic oscillations due to interference but these periodic oscillations are now
out of step with each other. So at some illumination lengths, the total net photocurrent
(summation of net photocurrents for left and right injections) is from left to right and at
some other illumination lengths, the total net photocurrent is from right to left. This has
been shown in Figure 30. For a small range of illumination length, CDS phenomenon
takes place.
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right to left with gate potential
left to right with gate potential
right to left or left to right without gate potential
current switching
Figure 30. Net photocurrent with left or right insertions vs no of unit cells illuminated. red and
green curves are for GP of 0.08 eV and blue curve is without GP.
4.2.5 Illumination of different parts of the device
To understand clearly CDS phenomenon, we have illuminated different parts of the
device and looked at the result. We find that when only the left part of the device is
illuminated, the QE vs. photon energy curve is like a conventional PD. If we illuminate
the quantum well part only then there is no photocurrent, as the structure becomes
symmetric from the point of view of photon illumination. But if we illuminate both
the parts together, we get the CDS effect. One of the advantages of this computational
method is that we can find the photocurrent contributions that are coming from different
VB electron energies. Obviously, to get the total photocurrent we have to integrate the
electron energy specific photocurrent over electron energies. The QE vs. photon energy
and energy resolved photocurrent for different parts illuminated are shown in different













































Figure 31. (a) QE vs. photon energy for different parts illuminated. (b)Energy resolved photocur-
rent vs. VB electron energy for both parts illuminated (c)Energy resolved photocurrent vs. VB
electron energy for left part illuminated. (d)Energy resolved photocurrent vs. VB electron energy
for right part (QW) illuminated.
4.2.6 Decohered electrons
To understand, whether the effect is coming from the coherence of electrons, we used
decohered electrons for photocurrent calculations. The result is shown in Figure 32.
We simulated decohered electrons by making the off-diagonal elements of the electron
and hole density matrices zero. This means position specific phase information of the
electron has been lost and electrons can no longer produce interference phenomena.
If we look at the energy resolved photocurrent, we will find that it has both negative
part and positive part. After integrating over available electron energies, if the total
photocurrent is negative, we get conventional PD results. But after integration, if total
photocurrent is positive we get current direction switching. For decohered electrons the
total photocurrent is negative and we do not have current direction switching.
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Figure 32. Energy resolved photocurrent for 7-AGNR for photon energy of 1.5 eV for (a) cohered
electron (b) decohered electron
4.2.7 Severed paths in VB and CB for electrons
The current direction switching result comes from quantum interference of electron
with itself in the left part and the QW part. We can verify this hypothesis by severing
the connection between left part and QW part. This is not possible under experimen-
tal case but certainly possible in our simulation. The severing is done by making the
transfer integral, t between the desired adjoining atoms as 0 (zero). First, we severed
the connection between the left part and QW part in the ground state and the CDS effect
was gone (shown in Figure 33 (b), (e)). Then we did the severing for excited energy
and the CDS effect was gone (shown in Figure 33 (c), (f)). The CDS result is present if
there is no severing (shown in Figure 33 (a), (d)). This points to the fact that the result
is coming from multipath electron interference.
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Figure 33. Energy resolved photocurrent vs. electron energy with (a)the connections between left
and right parts are present in both ground and excited states. (b)the connection between left and
right parts is severed in ground state (c)the connection between left and right parts is severed in
excited state. Schematic current paths in VB and CB with (d)the connections between left and right
parts are present in both ground and excited states. (e)the connection between left and right parts
is severed in ground state (f)the connection between left and right parts is severed in excited state.
4.2.8 3-AGNR and 9-AGNR
In the previous sections, we have shown the results for 7-AGNR. The current direction
switching effect is not limited to a particular width of the nanoribbon. This effect shows
up for any width of semiconducting AGNR. In this section, the results for two other
widths of nanoribbon, namely, 3-AGNR and 9-AGNR are shown in Figures 34 and 35
respectively. A gate potential of 0.08 eV has been used in both the cases. Like the
results of the 7-AGNR, for a particular GP, as the illumination length is increased more
than a particular length, the CDS effect becomes nonexistent. For a particular GP, the
illumination length at which the CDS effect goes away can be different for different
widths of AGNR because the band-structure for different widths are different and for a
particular energy, Bloch wavelength of the electron can be different for different widths
of AGNR.
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Figure 34. QE vs. photon energy for 3-AGNR for different illumination length





















Figure 35. QE vs. photon energy for 9-AGNR for different illumination length
4.2.9 1-D structure
To examine whether the current direction switching result is graphene specific or ap-
plicable for any semiconductor material, we performed computations for a hypothetical
two-band 1-D structure. This 1-D structure consists of an 1-D chain of atoms with
two available energy levels for each atomic position as is shown in Figure 36(a). The
hamiltonian is formed with nearest neighbor tight binding model. This structure has a
band-gap of 2.0 eV. The band diagram for the structure is shown in Figure 36(b). The
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photocurrent vs. photon energy for various length of illumination for an applied gate
potential of 0.1 V is shown in Figure 37. In Figure 37, it is seen that for a gate potential
of 0.1 V, if the illumination length is up to 12 unit cells, the CDS effect is visible. When
the illumination length is increased to 14 unit cells, the CDS effect goes away.
So,we have found that the current direction switching result holds for the 1-D struc-
ture also. This points to the fact that this is a much more robust phenomenon and also
to the fact that this comes from longitudinal wave pattern of the electron.
Figure 36. 1-D atomic chain and Band-diagram for 1-D structure























Figure 37. Photocurrent vs. photon energy for 1-D structure for various illumination length for a
gate potential of 0.1 eV
4.2.10 Higher bands for 7-AGNR
The current direction switching effect is present not only for transitions from highest
lying VB to lowest lying CB but also for higher lying bands. The optical transitions
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in AGNR are governed by selection rules. For polarization of light along the length of
nanoribbon, the allowed transitions are from highest lying VB to lowest lying CB, from
2nd highest lying VB to 2nd lowest lying CB and so on. The band diagram for 7-AGNR
and allowed transitions are shown in Figure 38. The photocurrent vs. photon energy for
7-AGNR for illumination length of 12 unit cells and for a gate potential of 0.08 eV is
shown in Figure 39.
Two peaks for photocurrents are observed in Figure 39. One is around 1.27 eV
(corresponding to transition are from highest lying VB to lowest lying CB) and the
second is around 2.24 eV (corresponding to transition from 2nd highest lying VB to










































2nd higest lying VB to
2nd lowest lying CB
higest lying VB to
lowest lying CB
Figure 39. Photocurrent vs. photon energy for 7-AGNR for illumination length of 12 unit cells and
for a gate potential of 0.08 eV
4.2.11 Electron can interfere only with itself
When we illuminate the device structure, photoexcited holes are created. These holes
can be filled up by electrons which can potentially come from either side of the de-
vice. The band-profile in VB and CB can inhibit the injection of electrons at particular
energies from left or right side. To understand the origin of CDS effect, within our sim-
ulation, we injected electrons in the VB to fill up the photoexcited holes either from left
side only or from right side only. The results are shown in Figure 40. This result is for
7-AGNR when 10 unit cells are illuminated with a GP of 0.1 eV. When the electrons
in the VB are injected from the left side only, the net electron photocurrent is from left
to right (negative photocurrent) and when the electrons in the VB are injected from the
right side only, the net electron photocurrent is from right to left (positive photocurrent).
If we find out the algebraic sum of photocurrents coming from left injected and right
injected electrons, we find that this algebraic sum is equal to the photocurrent when
both left and right injections are present at the same time. This result also points to the
fact that electron can only interfere with itself and at a particular electron energy left
and right going electrons cannot interfere.
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Figure 40. Photocurrent vs. photon energy for (a) electrons injected from both sides and algebraic
sum of left and right injected electrons (b) right injected electron(c) left injected electron.
4.2.12 Electron-electron interaction
As described in section 3.5, we account for the electron-electron interaction in the sys-
tem through Hartree potential or Poisson equation. The effect of gate potential has been
taken care of by bending the valence band and conduction band in that part of the de-
vice. Since the photoexcited hole and electron density functions are different for each
energy level, the total photoexcited electron and hole densities, n(r) and p(r) are found
by integrating the electron and hole densities over the energy range. Since electron and
hole densities are different, this gives rise to some net charge within the device. So
when electrons pass through the device, they will feel some potential. This is the source
of Hartee potential. This Hartree potential can be found by solving the Poisson equation




(n(r) − p(r)) (45)
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Here U(r) is the Hartree potential, e is the charge of an electron, ε is the permittivity of
the material, n(r) is the electron density and p(r) is the hole density.
If there is an excess of negative charges (electrons) in various places within the
device, the electrons passing through the device will feel a positive potential (potential
barrier) and if there is an excess of positive charges (holes) in various places within
the device, the electrons passing will feel a negative potential (potential well). The
magnitude of photogenerated electron and hole densities are small and their magnitudes
are almost same. So net charge density is very small and potential arising from this
charge density is also very small (in the range of 10−17 to 10−15) and has negligible
effect on electrons passing through the device. In Figure 41 , we show the result without
considering the electron-electron interaction and with considering the electron-electron
interaction. This result is for 7-AGNR, a GP of 0.1 eV and 12 unit cells illuminated.
The results are identical for all practical purposes.
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Figure 41. QE vs. photon energy for CDS device (a) with electron electron interaction (b) without
electron electron interaction.
4.2.13 Phonon dephasing
We have included the effect of elastic dephasing due to phonon. The motivation is to see
how the coherence of electron is lost with phonon dephasing. Elastic phonon dephasing
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introduces a scalar potential in the Schrodinger equation (NEGF formalism) and intro-
duces an image of the electron and hole density functions in the same energy level[11].
A detailed description of the mathematical formulation for the elastic phonon dephasing
and also a flowchart for the self-consistency loops has been provided in section 3.4.
The results with phonon dephasing for the CDS device are shown in Figures 42
and 43. In Figures 42(a) and 43 (a), we can see that as the strength of dephasing
parameter, D is increased CDS effect gradually vanishes. For Figure 42(a), we have
used 7-AGNR with a GP of 0.1 eV and with 10 unit cells (4.26 nm) illuminated and
for Figure 43(a), we have used 7-AGNR with a GP of 0.03 eV and with 24 unit cells
(10.224 nm) illuminated
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Figure 42. (a) QE vs. photon energy with phonon dephasing for different phonon dephasing param-
eter (Device length 10 unit cells (4.26 nm) and GP is 0.1 eV). (b) Net photocurrent vs. illumination
length for 7-AGNR for different phonon dephasing parameter (momentum conserved electron only
for photon energy of 1.6 eV)
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Figure 43. (a) QE vs. photon energy with phonon dephasing for different phonon dephasing pa-
rameter (Device length 24 unit cells (10.224 nm) and GP is 0.03 eV). (b) Net photocurrent vs.
illumination length for 7-AGNR for different phonon dephasing parameter(momentum conserved
electron only for photon energy of 1.36 eV)
Now in order to find the relationship between the phonon dephasing parameter, D and
coherent length, we have done simulation for 7-AGNR with one sided insertion of elec-
trons in VB with phonon dephasing. We have explained before that for one sided in-
sertion of electrons in VB, the net photocurrent has periodic oscillation. The results
are shown in Figures 42(b) and 43(b) . In Figures 42 (a) and 43 (a), the results are for
7-AGNR CDS device while in Figures 42 (b) and 43 (b), the results are for 7-AGNR
(not CDS device but nanoribbon only). In Figure 42 (b), we see that as the parameter
D is 0, the coherent length is infinity (wavy pattern remains for infinite length), if D is
0.001, coherent length is around 30 unit cells (12.78 nm), if D is 0.003, coherent length
is around 20 unit cells (8.52 nm) and if D is 0.005 coherent length is less than 10 unit
cells ( 4.26 nm). The results shown in 42 (a) are for CDS device with length of 10 unit
cells. In 42 (a), we see that as D becomes 0.005, the CDS result also starts to go away
because now the coherent length is less than the device length. For the results shown in
Figure 43, the same thing happens.
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4.2.14 Discussion on bound state within the quantum well
For our current direction switching device, we have a potential well (quantum well) in
one side of the device to create asymmetry in the device. We know that there is always
at least one bound state within the finite potential well [63]. Electrons can be excited
from valence band to this bound state in the conduction band. Once the electrons are
in quantum well (QW) of the CB, there is no other mechanism in our simulation now
for these electrons to get out, because we do not have inelastic phonon excitation in
our simulation and also the nanoribbon is infinitely long in both directions. Since this
electron is stuck in the QW and there is no corresponding accumulation of holes in the
the VB, there is net negative charge in the QW region of the device. We have performed
simulation to check whether this bound state within the QW affect the results negatively.
We have simulated the effect of bound electrons through Poisson equation and Hartree
potential as described in section 3.5.
Figure 44. Bound state in QW in CB for 7-AGNR CDS device
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Figure 45. Electron and hole densities in CB for bound state in QW in CB and corresponding
electron and hole densities in VB for for 7-AGNR CDS device for 1.3 eV photon excitation.
For the results shown in this section, 7-AGNR with 12 unit cells illuminated has
been used. A GP of 0.1 eV has been applied in 6 unit cells. For this particular QW, the
bound state is at 0.5934 eV as shown in Figure 44. For our simulation the leads are also
made of infinite graphene nanoribbons. For this simulation we have used 41 unit cells.
14 unit cells are left of illuminated region and 15 unit cells are right of illuminated
region. For finding this charge density and potential we have considered 30 energy
buckets around the bound state with an interval of 10−8 eV. The energy resolution has
been increased up to the energy when the total number of states around the bound energy
come to a stable value with the increase of energy resolution. In Figure 45, we show
the electron and hole densities in the bound state in CB and corresponding electron and
hole densities in VB for 1.3 eV photon excitation. In Figure 45(c), we see that there is
a large concentration of electrons in the bound state in CB, since electrons do not have
any mechanism to come out of the bound state.
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In each of Figure 46 and 47, we show the net charge density within the device and
potential arising from this charge density. For Figure 46 the photon energy used is 1.3
eV and for Figure 47, the photon energy used is 1.5 eV. The charge densities for other
energies except the bound state energy are negligible compared to charge density in the
bound state. The charge density in the bound state is in the range of 10−3 per atomic
position and the charge densities in other energies are in the range of 10−10 per atomic
position. It can be mentioned here that though the electron density in the bound state is
in the range of 107 as shown in Figure 45(c), this result is per eV. So when integrated
over the available energy range, the position resolved electron density becomes in the
range of 10−3 as shown in Figures 46(b) and 47(b).
Figure 46. (a) Hartee potential (b) Electron density within the CDS device considering the bound
state in QW in CB for photon energy of 1.3 eV
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Figure 47. (a) Hartee potential (b) Electron density within the CDS device considering the bound
state in QW in CB for photon energy of 1.5 eV
This potential arising from charge in the bound state in the QW is very small and
as a result has negligible effect on photocurrent passing through the device at various
photon energies. So the bound state has negligible effect on the CDS-PD results. It
should be mentioned here that since graphene is a 2-D material, the charge density per
unit volume is small and as a result the resultant potential is also small.
4.2.15 Phonon bath in the leads
The results coming from elastic phonon dephasing in the leads have been incorporated
in this section. Here the device is made of 3-AGNR and 8.52 nm long. The coherence
length of electron has been adjusted to be 8.52 nm also for the momentum conserved
electron by adjusting the phonon dephasing strength. The illumination length is equal
to device length.
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Figure 48. QE vs. photon energy for different length of leads. The sizes of the device and leads are
shown before and after the ’+’ sign
For the particular simulation as is shown in Figure 48, keeping the device length
fixed, the lead length has been increased and electrons are collected at the end of the
lead. The sizes of the device and leads are shown before and after the ’+’ sign in
the legend of Figure 48. As is shown in the Figure 48, though the length of leads is
increased, the CDS behavior is still persistent. Electron interference effect happens
in the device and illumination area. In the leads electrons travel as particles because
coherence length is equal to device length. Once some electron density has been created
in the end of the device due to light interaction, electrons then travel in the leads as
particles.
More study is needed in this topic.
4.2.16 Experimental nanoplasmonic field
From the computations and simulations performed in this thesis, it has been found that
light needs to be confined in an area less than the Bloch wavelength of participating
electrons to observe the current direction switching (CDS) result. For the phase coher-
ence length experimentally achievable and device sizes envisioned in this thesis, this is
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in the range of 10-30 nm.
Researchers have demonstrated three-dimensional plasmonic nanofocusing of light
(710 nm) that converge at a ~10 nm apex in a 36 nm X 36 nm X 14 nm volume[3]. 550
nm (2.24 eV) light can be focused in 27.5 nm (around 1/20 th of the wavelength) length.
Figure 49. (a) QE vs. photon energy with experimental nanoplasmomic electric field profile (b)
experimental nanoplasmomic electric field profile (collected from [3])
In Figure 49(a), the simulation results for the nanoplasmonic experimental field as
is shown Figure 49(b) is shown. The CDS result is still there for 25 nm device but
now the CDS result has shifted to the low photon energy. It should be mentioned here
that, for all the results shown in this thesis except for the results shown in this section,
the incident electromagnetic field has been assumed to have a plane wavefront. For
the results shown in Figure 49(a), the electric field profile is as shown in Figure 49(b)
and this is completely different from plane wave. There is a 180° phase shift in the
longitudinal component of the electric field between the two parts of the device.
Much more study is needed in this topic.
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4.3 GNR Mach-Zehnder interferometer (MZI) photodetector
In this section, we analyze the efficiency of coupling of light between two longitudinal
resonant modes of the MZI structure in GNR and how this structure can act as a PD.
One device structure whose operation is based on quantum interference and has
attracted attention is the resonant tunneling diode. In graphene nanoribbons, a Mach-
Zehnder interferometer structure gives the same transmittance pattern as that of a res-
onant tunneling diode for incoming electrons. In this section, we investigate the op-
toelectronic properties of this MZI structure formed by graphene nanoribbons and a
possible application of this structure as photodetector. In a MZI structure, an electron
in ground transverse mode goes through the device with transmittance one (1) due to
constructive interference at energies corresponding to longitudinal resonant modes. At
these resonant energies, electrons have high density of states. In this section, we inves-
tigate for the first time the interaction of light in graphene nanoribbon MZI structure
and specifically we look at the coupling of light between longitudinal resonant modes
for both zig-zag and armchair structures.
This structure has the advantages that it does not require any p-n junction, that it is
very small and that the PD has high internal quantum efficiency of 50% and external
quantum efficiency of up to 5.2%. By changing device dimensions or using different
resonant peaks, this structure can be used to detect light of different photon energies.
4.3.1 Device geometry
The device has a symmetric Mach-Zehnder type interferometer structure. The device
geometries for zig-zag type nanoribbon and arm-chair type nanoribbon are shown in
Figure 50 and Figure 51 respectively.
In this section, we have shown simulation results for both zig-zag type and armchair
type nanoribbon structures. For the simulation, for zigzag type we have used Na=1.136
nm (12 atoms), Nb=5.396 nm (52 atoms), Nc=0.986 nm (10 atoms), Nd=1.968 nm (18
atoms) and Ne= 1.136 nm (12 atoms). For armchair type we have used Na=0.738 nm (7
atoms), Nb=2.214 nm (19 atoms), Nc=0.71 nm (8 atoms), Nd=4.97 nm (48 atoms) and
Ne= 0.738 nm (7 atoms). The lattice constant is 0.142 nm.
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Figure 50. Graphene nanoribbon MZI structure (zig-zig type).


























Figure 52. Transmittance vs. electron energy variation for graphene nanoribbon MZI structure
(a)zig-zag type (b)armchair type
4.3.2 Results and discussion
The MZI structure in graphene nanoribbon works like a resonant tunneling structure,
meaning that at some energies electrons go through the structure as if there were no
barriers. At these energies the transmittance is one (1) and constructive interference oc-
curs. These energies are called the resonant energy levels. There can be a 1st resonant
level, a 2nd resonant level and so on. And at some other energies, electrons cannot go
through the device at all. At these energies the transmittance is zero (0) and destructive
interference happens. These regions are called the valley regions. The modes described
so far are the longitudinal resonant modes for first transverse mode. At higher energy
at higher transverse modes, longitudinal resonant modes can also occur. The transmit-
tance pattern for the zig-zag structure is shown in Figure 52(a) and the transmittance
pattern for armchair structure is shown in Figure 52(b).
As the length of the middle arm, Nd increases, the longitudinal resonant peaks be-
come sharper and peaks become closer in energy. As the width of the nanoribbon, Na
increases, the higher transverse modes become closer in energy and the energy space
available for longitudinal resonant modes to occur within a transverse mode decreases.
Also as the width Na increases, the longitudinal resonant peaks become sharper in en-
ergy. From our simulation results we see that by changing the device dimensions, we
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Figure 53. Device structure for light detection by coupling light between two resonant peaks (a)
zig-zag structure (b) armchair structure.
can detect photons of energy of 0.1 eV to 1 eV.
Now we look at the response of the structure after light illumination.
4.3.3 Coupling light between resonant peaks
By shining light on both the interferometer arms as is shown in Figure 53, this structure
can be made to work like a photodetector. As we shine light, electrons in the low
energy level (1st resonant level) absorb the light and get transferred to the high energy
level (2nd resonant level) and then they leave the device without any other kind of
interaction. The calculated lifetime of the electron from photoexcitation is greater than
the calculated transit time of the electron through the device. Since we are assuming
that the device length is less than the mean free path of the electron, we are neglecting
all phonon interactions here. The photocurrent flows in the leads due to the fact that one
of the leads (drain) cannot supply the electrons to fill up the holes in the device because
the Fermi level in the drain is lower than the Fermi level in the source due to applied
bias. All the photogenerated electrons are collected in the leads. Half of these electrons
participate in net photocurrent. So this device has an internal quantum efficiency of
50%.
The results of interaction with light for zig-zag and armchair structures are shown
in Figure 54 and 55 respectively. For this simulation, the parameters used for zig-zag
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structure are the applied voltage is 0.1 eV, photon energy is 0.26 eV and strength of pho-
ton flux is 1025 photon/m2/sec (4.16x106 watt/m2) and the parameters used for arm-
chair structure are the applied voltage is 0.1 eV, photon energy is 0.13 eV and strength
of photon flux is 1025 photon/m2/sec (2.08X106 watt/m2). For both the zig-zag and
armchair structures, the polarization of applied electromagnetic field is along the length
of the device. The full length of middle horizontal arms (216 (12X9X2) atoms for zig-
zag structure and 336 (14X12X2) atoms for armchair structure) has been illuminated
for this result. In the vertical arms the absorption is two orders of magnitude less than
the horizontal arms, so this result is equivalent to illuminating the whole structure. The
voltage is applied in such a way that the first resonant level is within the applied voltage
range.
In top parts in Figures 54 and 55, we see that when there is no light, currents are
flowing in the low energy (1st resonant) levels but there are no currents in the high
energy (2nd resonant) levels. As we shine light, currents start to flow in the high en-
ergy(2nd resonant) level as are shown in bottom parts of Figures 54 and 55. The currents
shown in Figures 54 and 55 are energy resolved current, i.e., current per unit energy.


































Figure 54. (zig-zag structure) Current density vs. electron energy for light detection by coupling



































Figure 55. (armchair structure) Current density vs. electron energy for light detection by coupling
light between two resonant peaks.(top) without light (bottom) with light.
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The photocurrent does not increase linearly with the number of atoms illuminated in
the middle arm. The variation of peak photocurrent with number of blocks illuminated
is shown in Figure 56. Each block contains 12 atoms in zig-zag structure and 14 atoms
in armchair structure. Initially the peak photocurrent increases quadratically with num-
ber of blocks illuminated and then the current starts to saturate. This particular variation
of current comes from particular waveshape of electron in position basis on ground and
excited states and Fermi golden rule which is being taken care of internally in NEGF
formalism. The photocurrent is more in armchair structure than in zig-zag structure.
This is because in zig-zag structure some neighboring atoms lie in vertical orientation
which feels zero electric field because the polarization is in horizontal direction. Also
the number of illuminated atoms (316) is more in armchair structure than the number
of illuminated atoms (216) in zig-zag structure.
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Figure 56. Variation of peak photocurrent with number of blocks illuminated.(a) zig-zag structure
(b) armchair structure
It should be mentioned here that, without light the bias current through the device is
in the range of 10−5A/eV and with light the photocurrent is in the range of 10−11A/eV .
So we need some kind of differential measurement to detect the current in the leads.
Alternatively a high frequency pass filter can be used in the output of the device and the
device can detect the variation of light.
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With the appropriate bias, the device can also be used to detect photon energy cor-
responding to energy difference of any two resonant levels. The peak photocurrent
variations with different photon energy are shown in Figures 57(a) and 57(b) corre-
sponding to zig-zag and armchair structures respectively. 144 (12X6X2) atoms and
140 (14X5X2) atoms in the middle arm have been illuminated for zig-zag and armchair
structures respectively for this result. 0.26 eV and 0.55 eV are the energy differences
of 1st and 2nd resonant levels and 1st and 3rd resonant levels in zig-zag structure. 0.13
eV and 0.3 eV are the energy differences of 1st and 2nd resonant levels and 1st and 3rd
resonant levels in armchair structure.




























Figure 57. Variation of peak photocurrent with photon energy.(a)zig-zag structure(b) armchair
structure
If we integrate the energy resolved photocurrent, we can calculate the total pho-
tocurrent through the device. For integration, we have used Fermi-Dirac statistics at
3000 K in the leads. Knowing the photocurrent, the external quantum efficiency of the
device can be calculated as
Quantum efficiency (QE) =
net photocurrent in either lead/q
no of photons in the illuminated area per second
(46)
For zig-zag structure, external quantum efficiency shows a peak of 1.6% at photon
energy of 0.26 eV and for armchair structure, external quantum efficiency shows a peak
of 5.2% at photon energy of 0.13 eV as are shown in Figures 58(a) and 59(a). Photon





































Figure 58. (a)Variation of external quantum efficiency with photon energy.(b) Linear trend of peak
photocurrent with photon flux. (zig-zag device)
levels in zig-zag and armchair structures respectively. Quantum efficiencies are highest
at 0.26 eV and 0.13 eV because the density of states is higher around resonant energy
levels. External quantum efficiency remains constant with strength of photon flux for up
to approximately 1031 photon/m2/sec. The variation of peak photocurrent with photon
flux is shown in 58(b) and 59(b).
We should mention here that internal quantum efficiency for our device is 50%. In
the literature, the reported value of experimentally determined internal quantum effi-
ciency is 15-30%[36]. In the experimental result, the electron hole pairs are separated
by the built-in potential of metal-semiconductor junction. The experimental internal
quantum efficiency is lower because they have electron hole recombination coming
from phonon scattering and scattering in metal-semiconductor interface. We do not
allow any electron hole recombination in our device. Our external quantum efficiency
is 5.2% for armchair structure and 1.6% for zig-zag structure. Our photon absorption
rate is 10.4% for armchair structure and 3.2% for zig-zag structure. This is higher than
the 2.3% absorption rate of bulk graphene because of two reasons. First, we have high
density of states at energies corresponding to longitudinal resonant modes and second,
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Figure 59. (a)Variation of external quantum efficiency with photon energy.(b) Linear trend of peak
photocurrent with photon flux. (armchair device)
the high absorption rate is also coming from particular waveshapes of electron in 1st
longitudinal resonant state and 2nd longitudinal resonant state within the first trans-
verse mode in MZI structure.
Experimentally people have shown ballistic transport in graphene nanoribbon and
have made MZI interferometer structure in graphene nanoribbon with a width of 40
nm[2]. We have shown results for MZI structure with graphene nanoribbon width of
1 nm. The basic physics remains there when we go to higher width and we hope the
device sizes will become smaller in future.
4.4 Graphene coherent spectrometer
In this section, we look at the optoelectronic properties of a semiconducting arm-
chair graphene nanoribbon (AGNR) connected with two larger width metallic armchair
graphene nanoribbons and how this structure can work as a spectrometer.
Our graphene spectrometer is based on the property of a graphene photodetector
which can detect light of various frequencies with the change in Fermi level across the
device. The bandwidth of the spectrometer can be changed by changing the width of
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the bias voltage.
One of the larger width graphene nanoribbons works as source (supplier) of elec-
trons and the other larger width nanoribbon works as drain (collector) of electrons. With
the applied bias voltage no electron can pass through the device because the available
states in the middle graphene nanoribbon are situated at larger energy. As we put the
light in, electrons can make transition from lower energy state to higher energy state
and can leave the device through the narrower width nanoribbon. By changing the bias
voltage we can make electrons available at higher energies and the structure can detect
light of different energies.
4.4.1 Device Geometry
We show the device geometry in Figure 60. The device is made of armchair type
nanoribbons because armchair nanoribbons have band-gaps and does not have edge
effects coming from edge magnetism.
Figure 60. (a) Graphene spectrometer device structure (armchair type) (b) band diagram and
operating principle
The device has three parts. The source part works as the reservoir and supplier
of electrons, the middle nanoribbon part transmits electrons only when electrons have
enough energy to occupy the first transverse mode in the conduction band in the middle
nanoribbon and the drain part accepts the incoming electrons from the middle nanorib-
bon section.
The source and drain part can be made either semiconducting or metallic. If the
source and drain parts are semiconducting, then the width of source and drain parts has
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to be larger than the width of middle part so that the band-gap for source and drain parts
are smaller than the band-gap for middle part. The source and drain have to be of same
width so that net photocurrent comes only from the electrons which are situated in the
applied voltage range. The middle nanoribbon is always made semiconductive so that it
has a band-gap and electrons can pass only when electrons have greater energy than the
energy of the first transverse mode in conduction band in the middle nanoribbon. The
middle nanoribbon part is made long enough so that the tunneling current (dark current)
through this part is negligible compared to photocurrent. For this simulation we have
used 17-AGNR (metallic) for source and drain parts. We have shown simulation results
for 3-AGNR, 7-AGNR and 9-AGNR (all semiconducting) in the middle nanoribbon
section. The source and drain parts have 6 unit cells each and middle part has 15 unit
cells.
4.4.2 Results and Discussion
The transmittance pattern for the structure is shown in the Figure 61 below. The source
and drain are made of 17-AGNR and are metallic and middle nanoribbon part is made
of 7-AGNR and semiconductive. The source and drain are conductive at all energies.
So the transmittance of the device is primarily governed by the transmittance of the
middle part. The device starts conducting at around 0.64 eV because at this energy the
ground transverse mode in the middle nanoribbon part starts conducting.













Figure 61. Transmittance pattern for the structure (armchair type).
The transmittance in the device can be larger than one (1) as shown in Figure 61.
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The transmittance basically means the number of parallel transverse modes which are in
conduction. The transmittance becomes two (2) at around 1.16 eV and the transmittance
becomes three (3) at around 2.31 eV. From the band structure of 7-AGNR (middle
nanoribbon), we can see that 1.12 eV is the onset energy for 2nd transverse mode and
2.29 eV is the onset energy of the 3rd transverse mode. This is a bit different than the
device because the transmittance pattern in the device (7-AGNR with one 17-AGNR on
either side) will be different from the transmittance pattern of the 7-AGNR only.



















Figure 62. Variation of device current with different photon energy for different Fermi levels.
Middle part is 7-AGNR and width of bias voltage is 0.01 eV.
In Figure 62, we see the variation of device current with photon energy for different
Fermi levels. For this simulation the middle nanoribbon used is 7-AGNR. As we in-
crease the Fermi level, the curves shift to the left because less photon energy is needed
to put the electrons in the first transverse mode of the middle part. For a particular Fermi
level, as photon energy is increased, the current through the device has some peaks and
troughs. This comes because of variations in transmittance with electrons energy as is
shown in Figure 61. From Figure 62, we notice that as Fermi level is decreased, the
curves move to the right and the height (photocurrent) of the curves decreases. The
photocurrent decreases because for this particular device photocurrent comes from in-
traband photoconductivity and intraband photoconductivity decreases with increasing
photon energy.
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Figure 63. Variation of device current with different photon energy for different widths of bias
voltages. Middle part is 7-AGNR and Fermi level is 0.02 eV.
In Figure 63, we see the variation of device current with photon energy for different
widths of bias voltages. For this simulation the middle nanoribbon used is 7-AGNR. As
we increase the width of bias voltage, the width of the peaks for the detected photons
increase. For a particular photon energy, the lead photocurrent of the device is the
convolution of optical absorption and transmittance of the device in the bias voltage
range.




















Figure 64. Variation of device current with different photon energy for different middle nanoribbon
width. Fermi level is 0.02 eV and width of bias voltage is 0.01 eV.
In Figure 64, we see the variation of device current with photon energy for different
middle nanoribbon width. From the band structure found from nearest neighbor tight-
binding model, we find that the first transverse mode in conduction band starts at 1.12
eV, 0.635 eV and 0.475 eV for 3-AGAR, 7-AGNR and 9-AGNR respectively. We show
here the simulation results for 3-AGAR, 7-AGNR and 9-AGNR. So photons of energy
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In this thesis, we have explored the optical excitation of graphene nanoribbon having
phase coherent electron transport. We have extensively looked at phenomena which
arise when light interacts with phase coherent electron in both VB and CB. We have
also investigated for the first time novel optoelectronic device ideas with sub Bloch
wavelength of electron excitation. We have discovered new optical phenomenon and
have also proposed three optoelectronic devices which are based on phase coherent
electron transport and quantum interference of electrons in the VB and excited CB. As
our understanding goes, this is a completely new research area and opens a paradigm
for new opto coherent electronic research. We have outlined in our research four basic
directions. The salient findings of our research are delineated below.
5.1 Illumination length dependent optical absorption of GNR
• We have shown that optical absorption is not independent of length of illumination
but rather for very small scale illumination (where length of illumination is com-
parable with the Bloch wavelength of light) optical absorption depends on length
of illumination. In general optical absorption is small for 1 unit cell and increases
rapidly to a peak at a number that correspond to 14 the Bloch wavelength. The
absorption then decays (with damped oscillations) to its macroscopic limit. The
Bloch wavelength is thus a suitable approximation for the length at which the
long-illumination length optical absorption occurs.
• We see that when only a few unit cells are illuminated, absorption is dominated by
very high density of states at the band edges (top of VB and bottom of CB). Then
as number of unit cells illuminated is increased, momentum conserving electron
transitions begin to take place.
• As more and more unit cells are illuminated, the peak of absorption (around mo-
mentum conserving energy) becomes narrower and narrower but at no point the
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Heisenberg uncertainty relationship is violated.
• With the help of two level, 1-D atomic chain we have shown that Illumination length
dependent optical absorption is coming from quantum interference of photoex-
cited electrons in CB and photoexcited holes in VB.
5.2 Current direction switching photodetector
• Our 2nd invention is a very simple nanoribbon photo-detector structure, in which the
photocurrent in the external circuit (leads) changes direction depending on the
frequency of incident light. The physical principle behind the phenomenon of
direction of current switching is based on quantum interference of photoexcited
electrons in multiple paths.
• We can change the direction of current by changing the illumination length or applied
gate potential also.
• We have shown the CDS result is observed for various widths of nanoribbon and also
for various bands of nanoribbon.
• With the help of a hypothetical two band 1-D structure, we have shown that this result
is not graphene specific but rather is a generalized result. That is, the result is
applicable for any semiconductor material with parabolic band structure because
the result comes from interaction of photons with longitudinal wave patterns of
electron.
• We have included the effect of electron-electron interaction in the CDS PD results.
Since the photoexcited net charge density in the device is very small, this has
negligible effect on the overall result.
• We have included the effect of elastic phonon dephasing in the CDS PD results. we
have shown how coherent length is related with elastic phonon dephasing strength
parameter. Then we have put all the results together and shown how decrease in
coherent length due to elastic dephasing affects the CDS result.
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5.3 Graphene quantum interference photodetector
• We have shown here a graphene nanoribbon Mach-Zhender interferometer photode-
tector structure which works by coupling of light between two longitudinal reso-
nant modes. The longitudinal resonant modes arise because of quantum interfer-
ence of electrons in the MZI structure.
• We have shown quantum efficiency results for both zig-zag and armchair nanorib-
bon structures. Armchair structure showed a QE of 5.2 % and zig-zag structure
showed a QE of 1.6 %
• We have shown how QE does not remain constant with illumination length in the
middle arm of the MZI structure. This result comes from illumination length
dependent optical absorption of graphene nanoribbon when illumination length
is around the Bloch wavelength of the electron.
5.4 Graphene coherent spectrometer
• In this section, we describe a graphene coherent spectrometer which can be made to
detect photons of different energy by changing the Fermi level in the source and
drain part of the device.
• This device work from intraband absorption rather than interband absorption.
• By changing the width of applied bias, we can change the linewidth of the detected
photon energy
• This device has the advantage of low dark current, low tunneling current and tunabil-
ity of detected photon energy and photon linewidth.
5.5 Future work
Richard Feynman famously remarked that there is plenty of room at the bottom. This
thesis paves the way for a completely new field of opto coherent electronics, where
phase coherent electron transport in ground and excited state with optical excitation for
open device structures has been investigated for the first time.
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In this thesis, we have performed our investigation on graphene nanoribbon. Other
exciting 2-D materials like hexagonal boron nitride, molybdenum disulfide, transition
metal di-chalcogenides (TMDC) should be investigated to find applicability as opto
coherent electronic devices. Hexagonal boron nitride has a bandgap of 5 eV. 5 eV
corresponds to a photon wavelength of 248 nm. This shorter wavelength light can be
focused down to sub Bloch wavelength scale more easily.
We have outlined in the thesis that hyperfocusing of light can be achieved through
plasmonic nanofocusing. For experimental realization of the CDS-PD device, we need
more realistic modeling of the device. Future works should concentrate on this. Metal
leads can be considered for collection of photocurrent from the device. Transparent
ionic liquid can be used to put voltage on certain part of the device. Electric field profile
on the nanoplasmonic focusing scheme should be investigated both experimentally and
with simulation for experimental implementation of the optical part of the device.
More theoretical and experimental work is needed to investigate thoroughly the co-
herent behavior of electrons in 2-D materials in both ground and excited states. The
times constants coming from electron-electron and electron-phonon interaction and
their effect on the coherence of electrons should be investigated more thoroughly both
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